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Position: Occupational Therapist and  
Community Builder    
We are a growing community of occupational therapists supporting families in the 
beautiful Okanagan that offers a creative, collaborative and truly strength based 
approach to family centred occupational therapy  

Breaking Trail OT 
Breaking Trail OT supports individuals and families to make meaningful changes, 
overcome obstacles, find success or have more fun in their everyday. At Breaking Trail 
OT individuals and families create a path, or network of paths, that works uniquely for 
them to achieve their goals. We use the power of occupations and curated research to 
reframe current challenges as their next adventure. Every person or family’s path is 
different, so every group or private OT session will look different. If every obstacle was 
easy to overcome and had a clear path to success Breaking Trail OT wouldn’t exist. We 
are here for when you face obstacles. Obstacles are the complexities and adventures of 
real life. To navigate these obstacles we create a trail that fits you as you are now and 
that will lead you where you want to go. 

At Breaking Trail OT we serve members not patients or clients because we are building 
a community of people who are willing to put in the time and effort to create a path 
that works for them and their family!  

The position 
We’re looking for a dynamic Occupational Therapist who knows how to listen to what 
families want and be able to collaborate to create a strengths based, evidence backed 
path to success. Competitive wage with OT positions in the area. We are looking for an 
experienced OT and/or a new graduate. Please don’t hesitate to connect if you are a 
student and looking to plan for after graduation.  

• Build your own schedule based on the season so you can enjoy what the Okanagan 
has to offer. Swimming, skiing, mountain biking, golfing, fruit picking, hiking, fine and 
farm fresh dining, snow shoeing you name it there are many ways to enjoy what this 
area has to offer.  

• Opportunities for growth, collaboration and guidance, self-directed learning and 
leadership roles.  
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Requirements 
• Good standing and active registration with COTBC (or college of your current 

province)  
• Class 5 driver's license and safe maintained vehicle year round  
• Comfort with using or willingness to learn to use electronic scheduling and medical 

records. 
• Up to date Standard First Aid Training   

Skills:  
• Assessment, intervention and maintenance plans for children and individuals ages 

0-25 and their families. 
• Strong clinical reasoning to use strengths and evidence based interventions to create 

“just right challenges” for families based on their level of readiness and resources. 
• Strengths based attitude and perspective  
• Collaborative approach to solving problems  
• Organization and systems level thinking to streamline OT delivery and make space 

for creativity. 

Why you should apply: 
• You want to create and provide the community with services you’d be proud to offer 

your family 
• You are passionate about providing occupation focused services in the community 
• On the job and regular meetings for  collaboration , case conference and mentorship. 

We are building a team that works together to utilize each members strengths and 
diversity.  

• Flexibility and control of your schedule and FT/PT or an FTE in-between to fit your 
lifestyle. Your time is important you can choose how you want to spend it. 

• Flexibility in type of services you provide. Opportunities to provide consults on 
specific topics, serve in longer term therapeutic relationships, presenting and sharing 
knowledge, creating and/or providing group based therapy (as health guidelines 
allow), embracing being a generalist,  build a caseload based on specific 
demographics you have a special interest or experience with.  

• Breaking Trail OT fosters a culture of strengths focused reflection, growth and 
development with our team and our members. 

To apply please email your resume to jen@breakingtrailot.ca and in the email include a 
brief summary on why you are interested in joining the team at Breaking Trail OT (Max 
250 words). 
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